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The History of CBS Hollywood Television Studios 

 

By Bobby Ellerbee and Eyes Of A Generation.com 

 

Preface and Acknowledgement 

 
This is a unique look at the events that preceded the need for CBS television studios in Hollywood 

and, as in New York, the radio division is leading the way. This project is somewhat different than 

the prior reports on the New York studios of CBS and NBC, for two reasons. The first reason is that 

in that in those reports, television was brand new and being developed through the mechanical 

function to an electronic phenomenon. Most of that work occurred in and around their headquarters 

in New York. In this case, both CBS and NBC are at the mercy of geological and technological 

developments outside their own abilities…namely the Rocky Mountains and AT&T.  

 

The second reason has to do with the success of the network’s own stars. Their popularity on radio 

soon translated to public demand once “talking pictures” became possible. That led many New York 

based radio stars to Hollywood and, in a way, Mohammed had to come to the mountain.  

 

This story is told to the best of our abilities, as a great deal of the information on these facilities is 

now gone…like so many of the men and women who worked there. I’ve told this as concisely as 

possible, but some elements are dependent on the memories of those who were there many years ago, 

and from conclusions drawn from research. If you can add to this with facts or photos, please contact 

me as this is an ongoing project.     

 

Eyes Of A Generation would like to offer a huge thanks to the many past and present CBS people 

that helped, but most especially to television historian and author David Schwartz (GSN), long time 

LA Director and historian Joel Tator, TVC historian Jim Hergenrather, CBS vet Gady Reinhold, and 

our friend, “The Godfather” of Television City…George Sunga. Thanks also to Maureen Carney for 

many of the historic clippings included here, and to the Columbia Square Alumni, especially Snooks 

Higgins. Thanks also to KTLA’s Robert Maslen, and to John Schneider and Mark Durenberger for 

their extensive work and research on early radio, the networks and AT&T’s role.  

 

This presentation is presented as a public service by the world’s ultimate destination for television’s 

living history…The Eyes of a Generation. –Bobby Ellerbee  

 

http://www.eyesofageneration.com/  

 

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Eyes-Of-A-Generationcom/189359747768249 

 

 

http://www.eyesofageneration.com/
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Eyes-Of-A-Generationcom/189359747768249
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The Genesis of the Columbia Broadcasting System 
 

In early 1927 Arthur Judson, the impresario of the Philadelphia and New York Philharmonic 

orchestras, approached the National Broadcasting Company (NBC), at the time America’s only 

radio network, with an idea to promote classical music by airing orchestra performances. NBC 

declined, but undaunted, Judson founded his own broadcasting company, which he named 

United Independent Broadcasters, Inc. (UIB). 

Lacking a strong capital base, UIB struggled to stay afloat; however, in the summer of 1927 

Judson found a rich partner in the owner of Columbia Phonograph Company, Louis B. Sterling.  

Columbia Phonograph bought UIB's operating rights for $163,000. The new company was 

named the Columbia Phonograph Broadcasting System. Columbia Phonograph took over on 

September 18, 1927, with a presentation by the Howard Barlow Orchestra
 
with network affiliate 

WOR in Newark, New Jersey, feeding fifteen other UIB network stations.  

Operational costs were steep, particularly the payments to AT&T for use of its land lines, and by 

the end of 1927, Columbia Phonograph wanted out. In early 1928, Judson sold the network to 

brothers Isaac and Leon Levy, owners of the network's Philadelphia affiliate WCAU, and their 

partner Jerome Louchenheim. Soon after, the Levy brothers had involved their relative, 26-year-

old William S. Paley, the son of a well-to-do Philadelphia cigar maker. Paley bought out 

Louchenheim’s share, and with the record company out of the picture, Paley quickly streamlined 

the corporate name to Columbia Broadcasting System.   

Although the network was growing, it did not own a radio station of its own…yet.  In December 

1928, CBS bought A.H. Grebe's Atlantic Broadcasting Company in New York City with the call 

letters WABC (no relation to the current WABC), which would become the network's flagship 

station. It was located in the brand new Steinway Hall at 109 West 57th Street in Manhattan, 

across the street from Carnegie Hall. Broadcasts were from the four great concert halls 

downstairs, but the upstairs offices were not enough. In early July 1929, Paley moved the young 

network into the bottom six floors of a brand new structure at 485 Madison Avenue at 52
nd

 Street 

in the heart of the advertising community. Initially, six studios were built on the 4
th

, 5
th

 and 6
th

 

floors, and the bottom three floors were the CBS sales and programming offices. Eventually, 

CBS would take over most of the building and occupy it for the next 35 years.  

At the same time CBS was moving into 485 Madison, William Paley was in California working 

on developing west coast radio affiliates for the network, as they had none west of the Rocky 

Mountains.  

On July 16, 1929, Paley succeeded in closing a splendid, but nerve-wracking deal with Don 

Lee.  The whole time CBS was moving in, in New York, and decisions from the chief were 

needed, Paley was “forced to relax” on Lee’s yacht for a week (there will be more on this). That 

may sound like bad timing, but it was actually very good timing in a technical sense.  

CBS was in competition with the larger NBC Red and Blue networks in the east and its Orange 

network in the west, but ironically, when it comes to west coast operations, you can’t easily 

discuss the history of CBS without discussing the history of NBC, as they are so closely related 

in this instance. Both were demanding more of AT&T’s resources and attention, and together 

they forced changes and progress at AT&T. RCA, NBC’s parent company, was even building 

equipment to help in AT&T’s transmission, so NBC’s networks helped lead the way. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Newark,_New_Jersey
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/AT%26T
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WPHT
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_S._Paley
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alfred_H._Grebe
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WABC_(AM)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Steinway_Hall
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manhattan
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carnegie_Hall
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Madison_Avenue
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This is one of the only known photo of the famous Studio 9 at 485 Madison Avenue. The news 

of the world literally passed though this room daily, reported by the worldwide staff of CBS 

correspondents, including Edward R. Murrow’s famous live reports from London via shortwave 

during World War II. At this link is CBS veteran correspondent Robert Trout with a one-hour 

“Farewell To Studio 9” tribute that includes audio from the first year to the last year it was used, 

before the move to the Broadcast Center. 

http://www.oldtimeradiodownloads.com/historical/farewell-to-studio-9/farewell-to-studio-9-19xx-xx-xx 

 

The Desire to Move West vs. the State Of Technology 
 

Until December 24, 1928, live network radio could only go as far west as Denver, as AT&T had 

no broadcast quality lines that crossed the Rocky Mountains.  

 

The first American radio program to actually be broadcast live from coast to coast was 

“The General Motors Party” on Christmas Eve, 1928. Via AT&T, it went to the 51 stations 

east of the Rockies and the 7 west coast stations that now made up the 58 station NBC radio 

http://www.oldtimeradiodownloads.com/historical/farewell-to-studio-9/farewell-to-studio-9-19xx-xx-xx
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network. The broadcast originating from New York was routed all the way to NBC’s Orange 

Network headquarters at 111 Sutter Street in San Francisco. From there, the first ever live radio 

program from the east coast to the west coast was distributed to the seven affiliates: KPO and 

KGO in the Bay Area, KFI in Los Angeles, KFOA in San Diego, KGW in Portland, KOMO in 

Seattle, and KHQ in Spokane. 

 

Since April 1927, NBC’s Orange Network had served the west coast with local and network 

programs, but up till Christmas of 1928, they could only duplicate the network’s shows. When I 

say duplicate, I do not mean they played a recording of that show…I mean the scripts, music 

charts and directors notes were rushed via rail express to San Francisco where a whole new set of 

actors and musicians would restage the live radio performance exactly a week later for the west 

coast audience.  With the inauguration of the new transcontinental service, the process of 

duplicating the programs of the eastern networks in San Francisco was discontinued…but the 

large cadre of artists and technicians were now needed for original programs that were broadcast 

after 8 PM Pacific and 11 PM Eastern. That’s when the east coast shows ended.  

 

Because only one broadcast quality circuit had been installed, the Red and Blue networks could 

not be fed simultaneously.  Instead, a selection of the best programs from both networks was fed 

to San Francisco, where they were relayed to the western affiliate stations. 

 

The first west coast to east coast broadcast was New Year’s Day 1927, when the Rose Bowl 

Game was carried by NBC, but it was sent from Los Angeles to Denver over regular telephone 

lines, and over equalized broadcast lines from there. The first west to east, coast to coast 

broadcast over high quality lines was “The Del Monte Program” in April of 1930, which 

came from San Francisco.  

  

In the first years of the west coast network, it was necessary for Hollywood stars to travel to San 

Francisco to broadcast because AT&T's broadcast lines fed only one circuit to San Francisco and 

one circuit from there to Hollywood.  In other parts of the US, programs were fed nationwide 

from city to city on one way serial, dual circuit hookups, and Los Angeles was literally the end 

of the single circuit line.  In order for programs to be fed nationally from Los Angeles, they 

would have to be fed by a separate first-class broadcast circuit which did not exist until 1936.  
 

Around 1931, while making a movie in Hollywood, Rudy Vallee broadcast his weekly NBC 

program from San Francisco and introduced his audience to film star guests. The eastern 

audiences liked this and this trend advanced rapidly, and there were no less than 20 network 

programs released from Hollywood over NBC and CBS during the 1934-35 season on a new 

return circuit from Los Angeles to San Francisco. From there, shows could be broadcast west, 

but there was still only one broadcast quality circuit over the Rocky Mountains. That meant if a 

broadcast was going from west to east on that line, no programs being broadcast from the east 

could be heard on any of the west coast stations because “the line was busy.”   

 

All this, and the desire for CBS and NBC to build major production centers in Los Angeles, put 

big pressure on AT&T to up their game, and in 1936 two big things happened. The new second 

broadcast quality circuit over the Rockies was constructed to bring the Blue Network to the 

coast, and it terminated in Los Angeles instead of San Francisco.  Also that year, AT&T 

incorporated a new system called the “quick reversible” circuit.  Under this arrangement, the 
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operation of a single key would reverse the direction of every amplifier in the line between Los 

Angeles and Chicago, so that the same line that formerly fed westward could now move 

programs from west to east.  The circuit could be completely reversed in less than 15 seconds, 

well within the time of a station break.  Thus, in 1936, it became economical to produce national 

programs in Hollywood on a wide scale for the first time.  Big Hollywood names like Al Jolson, 

Bob Hope and Clark Gable were regularly heard on NBC and CBS after that year. At the link 

below is a grand example of the NBC and CBS linkage from the October 31, 1936 edition of 

Literary Digest.http://www.oldmagazinearticles.com/television-history-in-california_pdf 

 

 

The Don Lee-Columbia Network 
 

Now, before we detoured from our story to look at the technical aspects, we were discussing the 

fact that at the same time CBS was moving into its new headquarters in New York, network 

President William Paley was in California trying to find a way to make CBS a truly national 

network. Paley was in need of west coast affiliates, and he needed them fast. That’s why he 

traveled to Los Angeles: to convince Don Lee to sign a CBS affiliate agreement.   

 

For those that don’t know the name, Don Lee was a prominent Los Angeles automobile dealer, 

owner of all the Cadillac and LaSalle dealerships in the State of California for over 20 years.  

After making a fortune in the auto business, he decided to try his hand at broadcasting.  In 1926, 

he purchased KFRC in San Francisco, and the following year he bought KHJ in Los Angeles. He 

then connected the two stations by telephone line to establish the Don Lee Broadcasting System.  

 

Paley was a busy man, and he was frustrated by Lee's casual, time-consuming ways of doing 

business.  Lee insisted that Paley spend a week with him on his yacht “The Invader” before any 

business could be discussed.  After two lengthy sailings, during which Lee had plenty of 

opportunity to evaluate Paley, Lee agreed to sign an affiliate agreement which Paley was to 

dictate without any negotiation whatsoever.  The agreement was immediately executed, and the 

Don Lee stations became the vanguard of the CBS West Coast network on July 16, 1929.  

 

The new chain was called the Don Lee-Columbia Network. Two more stations, KGB in San 

Diego and KDB in Santa Barbara, were purchased by Don Lee and became a part of the network.  

Lee had also been feeding programs to the McClatchy Newspaper station KMJ in Fresno since 

1928, and that station became a CBS affiliate, along with the other McClatchy stations (KFBK in 

Sacramento, KWG in Stockton, and KERN in Bakersfield). Additionally, four Pacific Northwest 

stations called the Columbia Northwest Unit were added (KOIN in Portland, KOL in Seattle, 

KVI in Tacoma, and KFPY in Spokane). 

 

KFRC and KHJ originated numerous programs for the West Coast network.  CBS east coast 

programs were reproduced in the early dinner hours, and the Don Lee programs were fed from 

8:00 PM to 11 PM Pacific time.  Additionally, several of the San Francisco and Los Angeles 

programs were broadcast nationally by CBS.  Many of the most popular KFRC programs 

became network offerings in this way.  Some of the most famous Don Lee-Columbia programs 

that originated from San Francisco were “Chiffon Jazz”; “Salon Moderne” with Bea Benaderet; 

and the “Happy-Go-Lucky Hour” with brothers Al and Cal Pearce, which first debuted in 1929.   

http://www.oldmagazinearticles.com/television-history-in-california_pdf
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http://www.durenberger.com/documents/ATTEBOOK.pdf 

Everything you could possibly want to know about early radio, network history, AT&T lines 

and MUCH MORE is at the link above. Thanks to our friend Mark Durenberger for his 

incredible effort in creating the ultimate text (with lots of rare photos) on the subject. Chapter 4 

(Page 65) is where much of this section’s topic is covered.  
 

http://www.oldradio.com/archives/prog/westcoast.networks 

From our friend John Schneider, the link above is to a relatively short but extremely detailed 

account of this period and includes details on both NBC and CBS networks and the trip west. For 

tons of great, rare photos, schedules and more, visit his website http://www.theradiohistorian.org/ 

 

Another early program to originate in San Francisco was “Blue Monday Jamboree,” a two-hour 

radio vaudeville extravaganza that became a West Coast sensation.  The program was first 

created in 1927 by KFRC, and was heard nationally on CBS by the end of 1930.  It was 

eventually moved to Los Angeles and became “The Shell Chateau” with Al Jolson. Keep this 

KFRC origination in mind; it will come in handy in a few minutes.  

 

Perhaps one of the most notable aspects of KFRC and the Don Lee System during this period is 

the large number of people they graduated to national stardom.  Jack Benny's announcer Don 

Wilson began his radio career at KFRC as a member of the “Piggly Wiggly Trio” before 

becoming a member of the announcing staff.  Ralph Edwards and Art Van Horn were also 

announcers; so was Mark Goodson, who had a knack for quiz shows, and had several on the Don 

Lee Network before he left for New York and teamed up with Bill Todman.  Others first heard 

on the Don Lee System from KFRC were Art Linkletter, Harold Peary, Morey Amsterdam, Merv 

Griffin and John Nesbitt. By the way, I too am a former KFRC announcer.  

 

Don Lee died suddenly of heart failure on August 30, 1934, at the age of 53, and Lee's son 

Tommy became president of the network.  This presaged a series of events which completely 

restructured network broadcasting on the west coast over the next three years.   

 

The affiliation between CBS and Don Lee, which had been a convenient mechanism for Paley to 

add affiliates quickly in 1929, was becoming a source of friction as CBS sought more and more 

control over its affiliates and programming.  Apparently this friction even preceded Lee's death.  

In any event, it came to a head on March 19, 1936, when CBS consummated its purchase of 

KNX Radio in Los Angeles for $1.25 million.  This was the highest price ever paid for a radio 

station at that time.  The acquisition of KNX gave CBS a 50,000-watt, clear channel network-

owned facility in an increasingly important market. 

 

 
 

http://www.durenberger.com/documents/ATTEBOOK.pdf
http://www.oldradio.com/archives/prog/westcoast.networks
http://www.theradiohistorian.org/
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KNX (above) was originally located on the RKO lot, but CBS bought a building at 5939 Sunset 

Blvd as the station’s new home. These are photos of Studio A and B, and the outside of the 

building that had been a museum to motion pictures.  

 

Of course, the acquisition of KNX by CBS completely destroyed any remaining relationship with 

the Don Lee network.  The purchase meant that KNX would replace KHJ as the CBS affiliate in 

Los Angeles.  KNX had been sharing a number of programs with KSFO in San Francisco, so it 

was natural as well for the CBS affiliation in the northern city to transfer from KFRC to KSFO.   

 

As luck would have it, that same year a fledgling eastern network called the “Quality Station 

Group” had changed its name to the Mutual Broadcasting System and was rapidly seeking 

westward expansion.  Tommy Lee contacted Mutual and lost no time in signing an agreement, 

and the Mutual-Don Lee Network was born.  This was how Mutual became the fourth coast-

to-coast network, and it also marked the beginning of a new west coast chain that would 

continue operation into the fifties.  The switch from CBS to Mutual was scheduled for 

December 29, 1936, the date which marked the expiration of the CBS/Don Lee contract.   

 

These upheavals had a major impact on KFRC as a radio production center.  The CBS network 

feeds from the East had reached the west coast at San Francisco, and branched north and south 

from there. This had made KFRC the key CBS West Coast station.  But the new Mutual hookup 

reached the coast in Los Angeles, and KHJ became the key station.  

 

Although the Don Lee/CBS radio affiliation had ended, this was not to be the last business 

between the two, and there is more to come on this front when CBS buys its own Los 

Angeles television station. In the meantime, we will look at the development of CBS Columbia 

Square. It is located on Sunset Blvd. between El Centro and Gower, just a couple of blocks east 

of Vine Street. Below is the west coast network center for CBS in San Francisco.  
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CBS Columbia Square Studios…Dedicated April 30, 1938  
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Above is a rare photo of the ground breaking ceremony for Columbia Square, complete with an orchestra 

and radio broadcast of the occasion. Notice the date…just one year later, it opened. 

 

At this link is a one hour radio special with many of the stars and staff that worked at Columbia 

Square. This tribute includes audio from that first day. The program focuses primarily on the 

“golden days” of radio when programs like “The Jack Benny Show," Burns and Allen, “My 

Friend Irma,” “The Whistler,” “Suspense,” “Lux Radio Theatre,”  “Gunsmoke,”  “Lum & 

Abner,”  “The CBS Radio  Workshop,” Norman Corwin’s “On A Note of Triumph,” “Art 

Linkletter’s House Party,” Edgar Bergen and Charlie McCarthy, and so many more were 

produced in the studios at Sunset and Gower. 

 

http://www.kcrw.com/news-culture/shows/special-programming/remembering-columbia-square-

an-homage-to-a-palace-of-broadcasting 

 

As we go, you will see signs that say Studio B and C at Columbia Square. Those were not 

original studios, so let’s get a little diagram work done before we get too far along. Notice on the 

diagram below, the A, B and C are located where the stage is in each studio.  

 

http://www.kcrw.com/news-culture/shows/special-programming/remembering-columbia-square-an-homage-to-a-palace-of-broadcasting
http://www.kcrw.com/news-culture/shows/special-programming/remembering-columbia-square-an-homage-to-a-palace-of-broadcasting
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So you can have a better idea of how this all works, here is the original floor plan, thanks to 

Snooks Higgins.  I have marked in red the Studio B and C additions that were started in 1939 and 

came online in late ‘39 or early ‘40.  At the top of this drawing there is a large studio with theater 

seating…that is Studio A, which could seat 1050 people. It was the largest, with the added 

Studios B and C having a capacity of around 350 seats each. Below, in a photo from opening 

day, you can see the space where Studios B and C were built. The Studio A door is on the far 

left.   
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This is a nice color shot from the late ‘40s that shows the A, B and C studio entrances in the front 

of the building. Thanks to Snooks Higgins, here is the set of plans showing the addition of 

Studios B and C. Studio A would be at the bottom with a stage on the far left, while these studios 

had their stages at the opposite end of the adjoining wall to prevent sound leaking.  
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Just above is the Studio A stage and control room, with Gene Autry performing live on the right. 

This is video of Columbia Square; before it, a look at NBC’s new studios a block down Sunset 

Blvd. https://youtu.be/HwkkaUL1icw?t=2m47s 

https://youtu.be/HwkkaUL1icw?t=2m47s
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This is more of Studio A, which is where the television pilot of “I Love Lucy” was shot live. It 

was directed by Ralph Levy and recorded to kinescope on this very stage. The sponsor wanted 

the show live from New York, but Lucy would not do it.  
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Here is a rare color shot of the Studio A control room and the 5-foot wide clock above it. 
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This is a shot of Studio 4, also know as the organ studio. Below is a shot of Studio 1. 
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It is hard to see in some of the other studio photos, but all of the studio walls at Columbia Square  

slanted inward at the ceiling. This was a new audio buffering idea, and can be seen better here in 

the photo of Studio 3. Below is more on this feature from a 1938 Broadcasting article.  
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The Columbia Square Neighborhood 
 

 
 

Columbia Square, at 6121 North Sunset Blvd., sits on the site of the first movie studio in 

Hollywood! This photoshopped image from Joe Westerberg shows the original Christie 

Film Company buiding at the conrer of Sunset and Gower merged with the present day 

structure.  In 1911, David and William Horlsey, who produced the “Mutt & Jeff” silent comedy 

films, were having a hard time making movies in New Jersey. They were competing with 

Thomas Edison’s motion picture company and the weather, so they moved west, to sunny 

California.  Christy and Nestor Films made one silent comedy each week with newcomers Fatty 

Arbuckle and Frank Lloyd. The building was originally The Blondeau Tavern, which had 

recently closed.  

 

 
 

CBS was right in the thick of everything. In the color photo above looking east on Sunset Blvd., 

we see Columbia Square on the left, and just a bit closer to us is the world famous Hollywood 

Paladuim. On the far right, you can barely make out the face of a woman on the Earl Carroll 
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Theater, but you can see it below, with CBS call letters, as both the radio and television network 

would rent the space for special occasions and regular broadcasts with large audiences.  

 

 
 

Below is an interior shot of the theater. This is where “Queen For A Day,” was done, but by 

then, this had become The Moulin Rouge. Until recently, it was the home of the Nickelodeon 

offices in Los Angeles.  
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The street on the right (E – W) is Sunset Blvd.; the one left to right (N-S) is Vine Street. If you 

look down Sunset, just past the end of the NBC Radio City West building, you can see the 

multi-story CBS Columbia Square building on the far right. It was a block away on the same 

side on the street, with the Hollywood Paladium between them. Earl Carroll’s was across from 

the Palladium on Sunset. A block north of Sunset was the CBS Radio Playhouse at 1615 North 

Vine Street, at the Vine Street Theater. 
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This first home of the famous “Lux Radio Theater” was at 6126 Hollywood Blvd., at The Music 

Box Theater.  This was actually one of the network's earliest studios outside KNX radio and was 

used prior to the construction of Columbia Square in 1938. 
 
 

   
 

Notice in the article on the right, from a November 1939 Broadcasting Magazine, CBS is already 

planning to add studios (B and C) to the one-year-old Columbia Square. Unlike television, radio 

roared into the 1940s and all through World War II. Many things happened between 1938 and 

1948, but we are about to jump into the two biggest events of 1948 for CBS, as they both had a 

tremendous impact on television. One was intentional; the other…not so much. We’ll go these 

developments in the next chapter, but before we go, here is something special for you.  

 

A Rare Aerial View of the CBS Columbia Square Neighborhood… 

 

https://youtu.be/6LqPIsnD4TA?t=6m7s 

 

At 6:07 (the start of this), at center screen is NBC Radio City West at Sunset Boulevard (on the 

left of the building running top to bottom), and Vine Street (which runs left to right). Directly 

behind NBC on the same side of the street is the Hollywood Palladium. At 6:10 on the other side 

of the street (Sunset running top to bottom), the big white building is the new Earl Carroll 

Theater.  At 6:15 CBS Columbia Square starts to come into the picture (same side of the street as 

NBC and Palladium, and by 6:17 it is center screen. By the way, at 6:06, just across Vine Street 

from NBC and just a half a block up from Sunset, we see the ABC Studios in the two story 

building with a rounded roof.  

 

https://youtu.be/6SVaA8raLzI?t=1m18s 

 

At the link above is THE BEST EVER TOUR of the old Hollywood Studios! Don’t miss it!  

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/6LqPIsnD4TA?t=6m7s
https://youtu.be/6SVaA8raLzI?t=1m18s
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The Great Radio Raid of 1948 
 

 
 
Jack Benny outside his new home…Studio B at Columbia Square, with Amos ‘n’ Andy next door. 

 

During World War II, both Willam Paley and David Sarnoff had military roles. After the war, 

these two had two different areas of interest. Sarnoff, as head of RCA, wanted to dive into 

television, while Paley had decided to make CBS the best radio network anywhere, with the most 

stars and biggest audience.  

 

Over the years, CBS had developed an impressive audience thanks in part to Paley’s dedication 

to making sure the news was paramount on his network. Without a doubt, CBS led everyone in 

news coverage and reporting. When it came to the entertainment part of radio, NBC had all the 

real stars. Remember, in these times, the client/sponsor owned the shows and talent and the 

networks were then just the means of broadcasting their shows. This was about to change, and 

William Paley changed it.  

 

In 1946 Paley and his new network president, Frank Stanton, hired Hubbell Robinson away from 

the big ad agency Young & Rubicam for a job that existed only at CBS: Vice President of 

Programing. Also hired were Harry Ackerman, Irv Mansfield and Cy Howard. Each Tuesday at 
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10 AM, Paley, Stanton, Robinson, Ackerman, Mansfield and Howard - the inside programing 

unit of CBS Radio - met to discuss how to beat NBC and take control from the ad agencies that 

ran the shows for their clients.  

 

These newly hired progamning men were experienced radio producers and had helped create the 

top talent agent of them all: MCA’s Lou Wasserman. Paley and Robinson approached 

Wasserman, who helped them develop a very powerful business strategy. It was a tax shelter. 

 

At the time, individual incomes in the top bracket could be taxed at a rate of up to 88%. With the 

help of tax lawyers, Wasserman came up with the idea of having stars incorperate themselves 

and programs as a business, and then receive salaries and pay a corporate tax rate of only 25%. 

But…only for stars who would consider leaving NBC for CBS!  

 

The first “package” offered was to Freeman Gosden and Charles Correll, better known to 

America as “Amos ‘n’ Andy.” The price for access to the show for the next 20 years was $2.5 

million dollars. They had been with NBC for 19 years, but were still at the top on Sunday nights. 

After getting an okay from the IRS, Paley did the deal and announced it in October of 1948. This 

was a major coup, but this was only the start!  This first raid on NBC didn’t make them a lot of 

money, but it did open the gate for what would later be a stampede.   

 

 
 

 

Next up…Jack Benny! In October, Wasserman offered Paley “The Jack Benny Show” at $2.6 

million. It took a few weeks, but the deal got done and that led to a very powerful Sunday night 

line up: ”The Jack Benny Show” at 7 (Eastern) and “Amos ‘n’ Andy” at 7:30.  

 

Soon to follow from NBC were Burns & Allen, Edgar Bergen, Bing Crosby and later Red 

Skelton.  Paley had actually helped Bing get started, and it was nice to have him back. Paley 

always had a good eye for talent and Kate Smith and Morton Downey Sr. (below) were among 

his early discoveries.  
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By the end of 1949, CBS Radio had 12 of the top 15 shows and NBC’s era of radio dominance 

was over. Better yet, about half came from the west coast, including Benny, Burns & Allen, 

Bergen, Crosby and Amos ‘n’ Andy. As I mentioned earlier, these raids had an intended 

consequence and an uninteded consequence…the intended consequence was to build a winning 

lineup of stars for the radio network and beat NBC, which Paley did.  The unintended 

consequence was even better in a way!  When television came back, CBS had the nation’s best 

lineup of radio stars waiting in the wings. The Benny and Skelton shows were staples of the CBS 

television line up for 20 years, and speaking of televison…it’s time to turn it on.  

 

The Columbia Square Network Radio Shows: 

 

Baby Snooks, The Lady Esther Screen Guild Players, The Durante-Moore Show, My Friend 

Irma, Amos & Andy, The Jack Benny Program, The Jack Carson Show, Mayor of the Town, The 

Adventures of Sam Spade, Ozzie and Harriet, Our Miss Brooks (final years), Gene Autry Show, 

Broadway Is My Beat, Yours Truly Johnny Dollar, Club 15, Life With Luigi, December Bride, 

The Whistler, Suspense, Big Town, Young Love, Corliss Archer, The Burns & Allen Show, 

Gunsmoke, Have Gun Will Travel, The Ginny Sims Show, Beulah (30-minute version), The 

Danny Kaye Show, House Party With Art Linkletter, The Joan Davis Show, The Tony Martin 

Show, My Favorite Husband, Academy Award Theater, My Little Margie, Stars Over 

Hollywood, The Hedda Hopper Show, The Dick Haymes Show, Meet The Missus, Dr. Christian, 

The Eddie Bracken Show, Your Hit Parade (when visiting from NYC), The Al Pearce Show, 

Edgar Bergen and Charlie McCarthy, Curt Massey Time, The Jack Kirkwood Show, The 

Carnation Contented Hour, Hallmark Playhouse, Hollywood Star Time, The Bob Hawk Show, 

Junior Miss, The Billie Burke Show, The Judy Canova Show, The Tennessee Ernie Ford Show, 

and The Frank Sinatra Show. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eSJBxEaM1aQ#t=87  Columbia Square Tour, Part 1  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dH90NRwJsFo  Columbia Square Tour, Part 2 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q7f3eXDXr6o  Columbia Square Tour, Part 3  

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eSJBxEaM1aQ#t=87
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dH90NRwJsFo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q7f3eXDXr6o
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CBS Television Comes To Hollywood  
 

 
 

On the west coast, in 1948, CBS’s predicament was very similar to its radio predicament of 

1928: twenty years later, television signals could not make it across the Rocky Mountains either. 

Nonetheless, just like back then, they made the effort - even with only around 4,000 sets in use in 

all of California.   

 

In the photo above, notice the camera art and the Times - CBS inclusion in the KTTV logo. 

KTTV's origins go back to December 1946, when the station's license and construction 

permit was secured by the Times - Mirror Company, publishers of the Los Angeles Times and 

Los Angeles Mirror. It was one of five licenses that were granted simultaneously by the FCC to 

parties interested in launching commercial television stations in Los Angeles. In 1948, CBS, 

which owned KNX Radio, purchased a 49% interest in KTTV and assisted in completing its 

construction in exchange for making channel 11 the network's Los Angeles television outlet. The 

construction mostly involved the transmitter and tower as the studios moved several times in that 

first couple of years. 

 

KTTV signed on January 1, 1949 and the station's first telecast was the Tournament of Roses 

Parade. At the time, CBS network shows on the west coast were all kinescope copies of live New 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Construction_permit#broadcasting
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Construction_permit#broadcasting
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Los_Angeles_Times
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CBS
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/KNX_(AM)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tournament_of_Roses_Parade
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tournament_of_Roses_Parade
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York shows from the week before. The first ever CBS television network show to originate 

from the west was “The Ed Wynn Show”. At the link below, from Season 1, is Episode 5 

which aired live in Hollywood and in California on October 20, 1949. The show was done at 

Columbia Square in Studio A, using a three camera remote unit. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fInHqHTaHW0    “The Ed Wynn Show” From Hollywood  

 

In May 1950, Times-Mirror purchased the Nassour Studios, a large motion picture facility 

on Sunset Boulevard in Hollywood across from KTLA. CBS did not join Times - Mirror in the 

purchase. At the time, the CBS west coast TV production facilities were based at Columbia 

Square and Television City was already in the planning stages.  

 

 
 
This is a 1949 photo of “Bozo’s Circus” show on KTTV with the original Bozo, the man that recorded the 

Bozo song for Capitol Records, and who was also the original voice of Goofy for Disney…Pinto Colvig. 

 

Exactly two years after CBS partner and affiliate KTTV signed on, CBS began broadcasting on 

KTSL on January 1, 1951. The call letters were a tribute to Don Lee’s son, Thomas S. Lee. 

General Tire wanted to buy the whole Lee chain with the exception of the Los Angeles television 

station. CBS wanted to own its own station, so it sold its half interest in KTTV and bccame sole 

the owner of KTSL, and by October of 1951 had renamed the station KNXT to coincide with its 

radio station, KNX. Paley had wanted this property for another reason: so all the CBS owned and 

operated stations could be on Channel 2, as the New York station was.  

 

As mentioned earlier, Don Lee and CBS would indeed cross paths again and now, the CBS 

local television facilities were in the new Don Lee headqarters at 1313 Vine Street. It was 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fInHqHTaHW0
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nassour_Studios
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sunset_Boulevard
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hollywood
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Columbia_Square
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Columbia_Square
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one of the finest new media facilites in all of California. When you look at the photo below, 

notice what looks like a showroom window. In fact, it was. When Lee, who made his fortune as a 

Cadillac dealer, owned the building, there was a new Fleetwood in the window. In this photo, we 

see tires made by General Tire – the new owners of all the Lee stations. CBS’s KNXT had the 

north half of the building while General Tire’s KHJ Radio and KHJ-TV had the south 

half. Surprisingly, the CBS Television Network west coast Master Control operated from here 

until moving to Television City in 1961.  

 

KNXT studios at 1313 N. Vine St. were originally called 2 and 4, but were soon renamed D 

and E as studios A, B and C were at Columbia Square. Before Television City came on line, 

they were eventually numbered 18 and 19. Future television studios at Columbia Square 

were designated with numbers in the 20s, and Television City studios were assigned 

numbers beginning with the 30s. 

 

 
 

Among the shows to come from 1313 Vine were “Carson’s Cellar” with Johnny Carson, which 

was a local LA show, but Carson later got a short run daytime show on the network. At this link 

is a classic Cellar bit with Johnny in drag stuffing a turkey; before that, the skit guests are June 

Foray, who went on to be the voice of “Rocky The Flying Squirrel,” and Jack Bailey, the host of 

“Queen For A Day.” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RcJ1aJrymPw 

 

The Carson “Cellar” set is on top and below, he’s shown with his pal Red Skelton who 

ocasionally appeared on “Carson’s Coffee Break” (at the link below), a show Johnny hosted in 

1953 on KNXT. He had a running joke with Red, the biggest star on CBS at the time. When 

Skelton appeared, Carson would not have him speak, citing that the show had run out of time. 

After a few weeks of this, Skelton appeared on the show with Carson, who was tied to his chair 

and gagged. Skelton even did a Butternut Coffee commercial. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j1HM66mxOys  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RcJ1aJrymPw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j1HM66mxOys
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This is a rare copy of the inerior layout of 1313 Vine street. Thanks Snooks Higgins.   
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Below, from the year 2000, this is a copy the KNXT, Channel 2 webiste’s three page history. 

This gives us a deeper look at the beginning of this historic station, going all the way back to 

1931, when it started as experimental station W6XAO. Thanks to our friend, author and noted 

television historian David Schwartz, for this rare copy.  
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By the way…the first hit show on KTSL was “Queen For A Day,” which began in 1948 on the 

Don Lee – Mutual Radio Network. Soon after, it began to be simulcast on KTSL, and below is a 

photo of the show in production in Studio 4 of the 1313 Vine building. This was mostly used for 

their bigger radio shows, and television shows from here were done as remotes. This later 

became KNXT Studio 19. 

 

From 1948 through 1955, the show was simulcast on radio and television. Both versions aired 

locally in the Los Angeles market on the Don Lee network. NBC picked up the show for national 

broadcast from January 3, 1956 to September 2, 1960 and aired it live across the nation (1:30 

PST in Los Angeles and 4:30 EST in New York). It proved to be very popular. ABC broadcast 

the series nationally from September 5, 1960, until the end of the run on October 2, 1964.  

 

When CBS bought KTSL, the show was moved to The Earl Carroll Theatre on Sunset, which in 

1953 became The Moulin Rouge. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Simulcast
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Don_Lee_(broadcaster)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NBC
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/American_Broadcasting_Company
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earl_Carroll_Theatre
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sunset_Blvd.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sunset_Blvd.
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The Trancontinental Cable For Television…The Game Changer 
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As you can see on the map above, Omaha was the furthest west television signals could go in 

January of 1951…by September, the coaxial and microwave route will make it to San Francisco 

and Los Angeles, where it will connect with the Pacific coast coax from San Diego to Seattle.  

 

 
 

The AT&T map above is from 1952 and shows a great deal of new connectivity in the east too. 

The map below is the Pony Express route from the late 1860s…notice the similar routes of both? 
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The First Coast To Coast Television Broadcast - September 4, 1951 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VYNv8nphW5o 

 

On September 4, 1951, President Harry S. Truman’s opening speech (video at link above) at the 

Japanese Peace Conference in San Francisco was broadcast across the nation, marking the first 

time a television program was broadcast from coast to coast. The broadcast, via then-state-of-

the-art microwave technology, was picked up by 87 stations in 47 cities. It was originated by 

NBC was but carried on all four TV networks - which at the time included Dumont, ABC and 

CBS.  

 

Many think that the next coast to coast television broadcast was the November 18, 1951 Edward 

R. Murrow “See It Now” live coast-to-coast broadcast with a split screen view of the New York 

Harbor and the Bay Bridge in San Francisco. As you will see below, that is not quite true.  

 

The Second Coast To Coast TV Broadcast - September 23, 1951 

  

 
 

September 23, 1951: CBS Television “Marathon For Freedom” from Columbia Square.  

Over ten million homes were with television sets in the United States in September 1951…about 

24 percent of all American households. A 12-hour TV “Crusade for Freedom” program 

sponsored by the CBS Television Network, and pooled with the other television networks, took 

place on Sunday, September 23. Viewers called in contributions on behalf of the Crusade for 

Freedom campaign in support of Radio Free Europe.  

 

The marathon featured top names in politics, business, theater, films and broadcasting. 

Television in 1951 usually came on the air at 4:30 PM. On this day though, operations began at 

noon. Newspapers declared “East Swaps TV with the West for first Time” and “TV East-West 

Hookup Aids in Crusader Drive.” 

 

This was the first “live” television program, as well as fundraiser, on a nationwide basis.  

Telephone contributions were coming in those areas where the program was aired live nationally 

for four-and-a-half hours and locally for 12 hours. For the first time, viewers on the West Coast 

saw New York and Washington live, and viewers on the East Coast could see Hollywood live. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VYNv8nphW5o
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The live television transmission was over the American Telephone and Telegraph Company's 

recently finished $40,000,000 nationwide microwave relay system that spread from New York to 

Oakland, California. The NBC, Dumont and ABC television networks also aired special Crusade 

appeals on all its network programs that Sunday. 

         

The purpose of the marathon was to gain moral and financial support for the Crusade's 

drive against communism, whose major effort was to build Radio Free Europe. At the link 

below is a video on the Crusade’s Radio Free Europe studio construction in 1951 Germany. 

 

https://youtu.be/7m8JDhYAsdA?t=5m4s 

 

Ed Sullivan, who was once described as television’s “best all around product spokesman,” was 

scheduled to emcee the live entertainment program. At the last minute, Sullivan took ill and 

television personality Steve Allen replaced him. From 4:30 p.m. to midnight, Steve Allen cut 

in on network programming, introducing national figures who were supporting the Crusade. 

         

From Hollywood, television and radio personality Art Linkletter emceed special half-hour 

segments that were relayed to the east coast to wind up the huge outdoor rally in Los Angeles. In 

Hollywood during the evening show, entertainers who manned the telephones included Bob 

Crosby, Rosemary Clooney, Vincent Price, and J. Carroll Naish. 

 

Syndicated newspaper columnist Bob Foster wrote afterwards: “It worked. And how it 

worked...On the whole, the pictures were as clear, if not clearer, than most of local origin. It was 

a successful day all around and for West Coast tele-viewers it was the day we’ve been waiting 

three years for.”  

 
 

To the left is a write up on the 

broadcast, but note the last 

paragraph. 

 

Although the November 15 CBS 

“Stars In The Eye” program will 

be the third CBS coast to coast 

broadcast, it is actually the fourth 

as NBC will air “The Comedy 

Hour” (later the “Colgate 

Comedy Hour”) live from the El 

Capitan Theater (later known as 

The Hollywood Palace), the next 

week.  

 

Notice that the reception 

comparison of the live broadcast 

was much better than the local 

kinescope which followed.  

 

https://youtu.be/7m8JDhYAsdA?t=5m4s
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The Third CBS Coast To Coast TV Broadcast - November 15, 1951 

 

The next coast to coast broadcast for CBS was during the official dedication ceremony at the 

new Television City. At 9 PM Eastern, Saturday, November 15, 1951, CBS presented “Stars In 

The Eye”, live from Hollwood with most of the big CBS stars. At this link is the entire show 

on kinescope, and just for fun, I have started it near the end and you won’t believe who the 

man at the desk is…it is future Supreme Court Chief Justice Earl Warren! At the time, he 

was Governor of California, and here he is in a skit with Gracie Allen. The show starts with the 

cast of Amos ‘n’ Andy on their way to LA and tons of CBS stars appear in this one hour special 

directed by the great Ralph Levy, CBS’s top director. There is also a rare clip of “Life With 

Luigi,” and at the end, Jack Benny shows the two-ton scale model.  

 

https://youtu.be/KMVZAUiJhnw?t=50m14s 

 

 

The Fourth Broadcast - “See It Now,” November 18, 1951 

 

   
 

The new route, at the time the longest microwave system in the world, relayed calls and 

programs along a chain of 107 microwave towers, spaced about 30 miles apart. AT&T spent 

about three years building it, at a cost of $40 million.   

 

http://long-lines.net/documents/Radio_News_1147/f-cover.html 

 

At the link above is a multipage Radio News article from 1947 about the New York – Boston 

microwave construction project, which AT&T used as a pattern for its trek westward. Below is a 

1951 Bell ad about the accomplishment. 

 

 

That Edward R. Murrow video, from CBS Studio 41 at 

the Grand Central location, is at this link. Don Hewitt is 

behind him directing. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I7fu5M5OFe8   

 

Most think this was the second CBS coast to coast 

broadcast, but it was actually the third on the 

Tiffany Network.  
 

This east - west link was made possible because of 

AT&T's new microwave radio-relay skyway, the first 

facilities to transmit telephone, radio and television 

across the United States by radio rather than wire or 

cable. 

 

https://youtu.be/KMVZAUiJhnw?t=50m14s
http://long-lines.net/documents/Radio_News_1147/f-cover.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I7fu5M5OFe8
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CBS Television City - officially dedicated November 15, 1952 

 

 
 
Although the dedication was a three-day affair in mid-November, the first broadcast from 

Television City was actually on Friday night, October 3, 1952. Thanks to Joel Tator, here is a 

ticket to that first show and also from Joel, a ticket to the first show at NBC’s brand-new 

Burbank Studios. Notice it was the next night, Saturday, October 4, 1952.   

 

   
 

As I have mentioned several times, the CBS and NBC west coast history is very connected, both 

literally and figuratively. They both had to wait to be connected to the east with the new 

transcontinental radio and later, televison circuits, but both were hell-bent on bringing new 

shows west from Hollywood and beating each other while they were at it. CBS opened Columbia 

Square just a week or so before NBC opened its new Radio City West at Sunset and Vine…CBS 

was also a day ahead of NBC in owning its first Los Angeles television station.  CBS knew of 

NBC’s plan to rush a show into the new Burbank studios and even though Studio 31 wasn’t quite 

finished, CBS slid “My Friend Irma” in a day before.  
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From the August 28, 1950 edition of Telecasting Magazine, here is the first public mention 

of the new CBS Television City project. As you may have noticed, the need for new and added 

space for studios and production in Los Angeles began when CBS bought KNX radio. Plans for 

even more new studios at Columbia Square began the month after Columbia Square opened on 

April 30, 1938. In 1951, with the purchase of what would become KNXT-TV and the two large 

television studos in the north part of the 1313 Vine Street property, CBS got a little breathing 

room, but just enough to buy a couple of years. 

 

Wait ‘til you see the original plans for Television City!   

 

 

 
Thanks to David Schwartz, we are able to see the official CBS press release from December 28, 

1950 that announces the start of construction at Television City. It also covers the transfer of the 

transfer of KTSL from Don Lee to CBS, which the FCC approved just the day before.   
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This (top) is the original plan for the new city size 24 studio complex. The dark area is what 

was called Phase 1 and is, in essence, the heart of the structure we still recognize today as 

Studios 31 and 33 and 41 and 43. Studios 31 and 33 are at the top and 41 and 43 at the bottom of 

the shaded area.   
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Above is the artist’s rendering of what the 24 studio complex would have looked like had CBS 

gone ahead with its original plans. Below is how the property looked before CBS began 

construction, with Gilmore Stadium (lower left) as the site of the new Phase 1 building.   

 

 

 
At the link http://www.cbstelevisioncity.com/gallery is a great Gallery at the Television City site, 

with tons of rare photos of Television City being built. Also on that Gallery page are superb 

images of CBS productions, shows and stars. Thanks to our friend Jim Hergenrather, who 

has done a fantastic job as TVC’s resident historian and curator, the site has hours of 

fascinating information to browse, including the ultimate list of which stages the many classic 

shows came from, going all the way back to 1953.  http://www.cbstelevisioncity.com/shows 

http://www.cbstelevisioncity.com/gallery
http://www.cbstelevisioncity.com/shows
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From October of 1950 (left) and February of 1952, here are a couple of progress reports.  
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A significant shift in content also came with the introduction of Los Angeles programming. New 

York-based network comedy and variety shows had more of a Yiddish flavor, while programs 

from the west did not. Another shift came in Television City’s production ability. In the below 

photo of Studio 33, notice how wide the stages were. The stage width allows multiple interiors to 

be set up in a row, while in most NY studios that lacked this kind of space, scenery and sets were 

often on opposite walls and wrapped around the stages.  

 

 
 

 

Now This Is Must See TV! At the links below are parts 1 and 2 of Edward R. Murrow’s 

great video tour of Television City. Below that is the full “Playhouse 90” presentation of The 

Comedian, starring Mickey Rooney and Television City! Directed by John Frankenheimer, this 

shows us a lot of what I think was done in Studios 31 and 41 in 1957. Live television at its best!  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q5YdyY8IM9M  Part 1 TVC Tour:  In this part, we'll see 

the extensive state of the art lighting in Studio 31, Art Linkletter's show in Studio 41, and Jack 

Benny rehearsing upstairs in the space where “The Late, Late Show” is now done. We'll also see 

'My Friend Irma' in production…that’s the best part!  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MF-GDPNglTc  Part 2 TVC Tour: In the second half, we 

continue with Jack Benny rehearsals, but quickly move to the huge scenery and paint shop. 

Around 4:15, we'll visit camera maintenance and get up close and personal with a new RCA TK-

11. After that, we go to Telecine, see a fabulous custom patch panel, and at 9:00, we get to my 

favorite part. We'll get to spend about five minutes on the set of 'My Favorite Husband' for 

camera rehearsals in Studio 33. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g9vdpFeiS2A  “The Comedian”  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q5YdyY8IM9M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MF-GDPNglTc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g9vdpFeiS2A
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Television City’s Official Dedication”…November 15, 1952 
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When “My Friend Irma” aired from Television City in October, Studio 31 was not actually 

finished. By November 15, the facility was finally finished, and that day was proclaimed 

“Television City Day” by the mayor of Los Angeles.  As part of the celebration, Variety did a 

huge special spread on the facility. Thanks to Robert Waldman, that multipage section follows 

below. All of the stories are Television City stories. 
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Here on the left is a little bonus from the 

Variety spread. This is the CBS television 

lineup that shows where the shows were 

done (east or west coast), and if they were 

live or on film.  

 

Although the transcontinental cable was up 

and running, remember there was no 

videotape until 1957. Although shows from 

NY say “live,” many of them would still 

have to be shown via kinescope in the west 

because they were on three hours earlier.  

 

There were similar problems going west to 

east. That was the main reason broadcasters 

wanted videotape.  
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Just a few favorite photos…above left, this is what Studios 41 and 43 look like - no seating. On the right 

is Studio 33. Originally both 31 and 33 were configured the same with theater seating, but in the early 

‘60s, the seats were taken out of 31 and the stage leveled. Now, only 33 has the theater seats.  

 

  
 

On the left (in white) is legendary director Ralph Levy in front of the Jack Benny curtain in Studio 33; on 

the right, with no set or scenery, you can see just how big the Studio 33 stage really is. 

 

  
On 

On theondfldf kld  

On the lefi  
On 
 

From Studio 41 is “Art Linkletter’s House Party” on the left, and on the right, Art’s cue cards are being 

made up. This was a daily occurrence. Can you imagine having her job?   
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The Studios at Television City  

 
The pages that follow are from the 1961 CBS Production Facilities Handbook. Thanks to Gady 

Reinhold, we are able to see the layouts and specs for all the new TVC studios. 

 

In the discussion on the 1313 Vine Street studio facility, I mentioned that master control had 

remained there until 1961. This is the page that describes the new PC 25 studio that will replace 

the Vine Street master control.  

 

Just for fun, on the half-page pages, I will insert some CBS-commissioned art by the great Al 

Hirschfeld. It was used to promote the 1962 television season on CBS. This one is “Wednesday 

Nights.” 
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Studio 31  

 

Notice that on the second page, the theater seating in Studio 31 is gone and portable bleachers 

are used here. This had been a mirror image duplicate of Studio 33, but the audience area was 

filled in with concrete to make a single level floor. We don’t know when this happened, but we 

know it was before 1960.  
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This is “Monday Nights.” 
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Studio 33…the most famous of ALL!   
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This is “Thursday Nights.”  
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Studio 41  
 

There is no diagram for Studio 41, but it was the same as Studio 43, which we see next. 
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This is “Saturday Nights.” 
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Studio 41C 

 

This is the color control room built in 1954.  
 

 
 

This is “Sunday Nights.”  
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Studio 43 
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This is “Tuesday Nights.” 
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This is the lineup and order of CBS Los Angeles (local) shows and their debut date.  Notice at 

the top of the page, the originating studios are listed and include three locations and their 

new studio numbers…the Vine Street studios changed from D and E to 18 and 19. Studios 

36 and 46 were built in 1992 and are large twins next to each other where “Dancing with 

the Stars” and “American Idol” are done. Studio 56 was where “The Pat Sajak Show” 

came from in 1989. It was then Studio 42, but was renamed 56, and that is where Craig 

Ferguson’s show began. Studio 58 is much larger and CBS built the studio to move 

Ferguson into…it is now the home of James Corden’s “The Late Late Show.” Thanks to 

David Schwartz and Joel Tator for this info. 
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Here is the national daytime line up with their announcers. Thanks to David Schwartz. 
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Just for fun…from June 28, 1954, here is 

a breakdown of the network’s cameras, 

studios and equipment. At the top, we see 

CBS provided 78 and a half hours of 

programming per week. At the bottom is 

a mention of the 41,750 man-hours it 

took to produce live coverage of the 1952 

national political conventions. Back then, 

that was quite a task…no computers to 

help, and graphics were handmade.    
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Today, there is no camera ramp and the Studio 33 control room is covered by curtains, but here 

is how that famous studio looked in 1953. 
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Here is the stellar Garland – Rooney video! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Phlpp7pO4DM 

Here is a little more on my friend George.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VT492bqYxf0 

On this page is a 75-minute interview I did with George a few years ago…just click on his name 

in the bottom window and enjoy. http://www.eyesofageneration.com/Oral%20History/ 

 

 

Soon, we are going into the color history of TVC, 

but before we do, here is a piece of interesting 

history on one of our contributors…George Sunga.  

 

In the photo below, at Mickey Rooney’s elbow, 

we see a young George on the set. He was the first 

ever Production Supervisor at TVC and part of his 

job was to arrange the west coast part of Edward R. 

Murrow’s live “Person To Person” and “See It 

Now” interviews. (The camera on the left is a 

Marconi Mark IV monochrome that made great 

pictures. See the video.) 

 

George also worked closely with Judy Garland and 

later became a the producer for such legendary 

shows as “The Smothers Brothers Comedy Hour,” 

“The Glen Campbell Goodtime Hour,” “All In The 

Family,” “The Jeffersons,” “Good Times,” most 

Norman Lear shows, and even the “Three’s 

Company” franchise shows, plus too many more to 

name. He is “The Godfather” of Television City 

history! THANK YOU, GEORGE SUNGA!  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Phlpp7pO4DM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VT492bqYxf0
http://www.eyesofageneration.com/Oral%20History/
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The Color/No Color Battle at Television City 
 

 
 

Above is a shot of “The Red Skelton Show” with the RCA TK-41 color cameras in Studio 33.  

 

By the time TVC opened, there was still blood on the walls from the NBC - CBS color battle that 

had started a few years before. It wasn’t until December 17, 1953 that NBC’s Dot Sequential 

System was finally chosen by the FCC over the CBS Field Sequential System. As the child of 

RCA, NBC went full bore into color, but CBS hung back. I think William Paley did not want to 

help RCA sell color TV sets, and until more manufacturers brought color sets to the market, he 

was reluctant to do much color. Consequently, there was no real rhyme or reason as to which 

shows got broadcast in color, and even then, it was only occasionally…like for a week or so at a 

time, then back to black and white. There was no way to know when they would do it either...it 

almost seemed to be on a whim. It was a bit different with specials, as they were usually in color, 

but the sporadic weeks of color on regular shows was quite confusing for CBS viewers until 

color set sales began to run around 1963. Reports state that in 1956, CBS was airing one color 

show per week. 

 

CBS used color in New York before TVC, but in 1954 and again in ’56, TVC installed color 

equipment. The first installation was in Studio 43, when CBS broadcast “Life With Father” in 

color on September 7, 1954 using 4 RCA TK-40 cameras. In addition to the black and white 

control room there, a second color control room was built.  

Cables for the color cameras were permanently installed from the Studio 43 color control room 

to the other four studios. The TK-40 cameras could then be moved to any of these other studios 

and patched back to the Studio 43 color control room. A Philco Film Scanner was provided for 

35mm motion picture film. This scanner experienced many problems with dirty optics.  
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A second studio, Studio 41, was converted in 1956 with 4 RCA TK-41's. By the early 60's, CBS 

colorcasting had decreased to only a few shows per year. It is believed the New York Studio 72 

color facility was closed by this time. The last Studio 43 RCA color camera production was the 

late 1964 taping of Rogers and Hammerstein’s “Cinderella.” 

In 1964, Studios 31 and 33, and later 41 and 43, experienced the second generation installation. 

The conversion took till late 1965, but by then, all Television City studios had been converted 

from Marconi and Pye 4 1/2-inch image orthicon monochrome cameras, and the remaining TK-

40 and TK-41 color cameras were changed to Philips Norelco PC-60s, and later PC-70s. GE 

Film Chains (Model 3V) were used during this era. Thanks to our friend, the late Ed Reitan, for 

this information.  

     

Below is “The Bob Crosby Show,” which was done occasionally in color.  

 

 
 

One of the problems in writing about Television City is where to draw the line between the 

facility history and the history that had been made there. Since there has been soooooo much 

history made there, from Skelton, Benny and Burnett, to the many dramas and soaps, to 

everything in between, I have had to skip over much of that part, but for THE ULTIMATE 

back-story on both the facility, and its stars, I give you the first of nine half-hour interviews 

with Mr. Charles “Cappy” Cappleman, who was at CBS's Television City from 1955 till 

2006. He started as a Floor Manager and retired as Vice President of West Coast 

Operations and in between was General Manager of TVC. He has seen it ALL! I have 

watched every one of them, and they are fascinating! Enjoy!  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?t=45&v=6iW5pmFsfgM 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?t=45&v=6iW5pmFsfgM
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These are the Norelco PC-60s at work on “The Smothers Brothers Comedy Hour.”  

 

By the way, there were only a few, maybe four, Pye Model 2014 4.5 inch Image Orthicons 

(shown below) used at Television City. When it opened, all of the cameras were RCA TK-30s, 

but in 1953 a lot of new RCA TK-11s were added. Part of the reason to buy the Pyes was the fact 

that CBS had profits in the United Kingdom it had made in royalties. Back then, the only way to 

get the money out of the country was to spend it on items made in the UK. Pye was the first to 

benefit; shortly after, Marconi sold about 30 Mark IV black and white cameras to CBS and in 

1965, about as many Mark VII color cameras. At the link is some video from the Pye 2014 

camera used to shoot the August 17, 1953 “Westinghouse Studio One Summer Theater” 

presentation of “Death Sentence” with James Dean and Betsy Palmer (below right). This show 

was usually done in New York, but the summer show was from TVC. Remember, this is 

kinescope and not videotape.  

 

http://www.dailymotion.com/video/xnmav_betsy-palmer-james-dean-

3_shortfilms#.UTZtzRzvsVI 

 

 

http://www.dailymotion.com/video/xnmav_betsy-palmer-james-dean-3_shortfilms#.UTZtzRzvsVI
http://www.dailymotion.com/video/xnmav_betsy-palmer-james-dean-3_shortfilms#.UTZtzRzvsVI
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Videotape Comes of Age at Television City 

 

 
 
November 30, 1956...First Videotape Delayed Broadcast, CBS Television City 

 

Fifty nine years ago, CBS made broadcast history when it replayed “The Evening News With 

Douglas Edwards” to the west coast. After recording the live feed coming down the network line 

from New York at 4 p.m. Pacific time, the program was played back three hours later. 

 

In the photo, we see CBS Engineer John Radis at the Ampex VRX-1000 recording the show. A 

kinescope of the newscast was rolled simultaneously just in case there were problems with 

the tape playback. 

 

This VRX-1000 is one of only 16 hand-built machines Ampex rushed to production after 

debuting the technology eight months before. The two racks of tube equipment to the left contain 

the electronics for the recorder. 

 

Pictured below is one of the first photos of the new CBS videotape room at Television City 

which was kept busy recording network feeds for time-zone delay and, eventually, programs 

produced in the studios at Television City. The Edwards machine is on the far right. 
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It would take over a year for CBS New York to get videotape machines due to a huge backlog, 

even though the networks got priority. In early 1958, 14 VR-1000s went into service as CBS 

Grand Central. NBC too had the bulk of its machines on the west coast, but both CBS and NBC 

had two VTRs in New York which were mostly used for testing and engineering purposes. 

 

In the color photo below, we see the historic Douglas Edwards machine being retired in 1978. 

Early on, it had been fitted with RCA color modules as Ampex and RCA traded technology 

rights. RCA had developed color recording in 1954 and allowed Ampex to use it if they would 

allow RCA to use the Quad recording head.  
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On the left is CBS video 

tape editor Murray Ross 

performing the first edits 

ever done at Television 

City. John Frankenheimer 

watches, ankle deep in 

“cutting room floor” 

remnants. 

 

The date is November 10, 

1958, and the occasion is 

the CBS presentation of 

“The Old Man” for 

“Playhouse 90.” That was 

a monster production that 

even included a studio full 

of knee-deep water.  

 

Just to show you how 

complex the production 

was, I’ve included a few 

photos below.    
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Here is a screen shot of “The Old Man,” with rain and wind and all.  And below is something not 

many have ever seen: a Gray Telop Machine. Before modern telecine, like 35mm slide drums 

and the like, the Telop machine served the same purpose, but operated with a difference. The 

“slides” in this machine are basically post cards. They are opaque and about the same size. There 

are mirrors inside that flip and flop just like the later RCA quadraplexer module did. 
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Above is a CBS telop card from back in the day. Notice on the right, this had a text scrolling 

device that could either give a ticker scroll at the bottom of the screen (the first to offer this) and, 

it had an optional vertical credit roll device. At the bottom, you can see inside the machine. Even 

though there was now videotape, which was a huge jump, there were still challenges in the 

graphics presentation department that kept art departments busy for many years.  
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Frankly, there is just too much incredible history and too many legendary shows that have come 

from Television City to even try to include all of that, so this is the last part of the TVC story 

before we move on to even more CBS Los Angeles studios…18 more to be exact. These are 

Studios 36 and 46 at Televison City, which were built in 1992.  
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CBS Studio Center - 4024 Radford Avenue  

 

This history is from the CBS Studio Center website http://www.cbssc.com/history.htm 

The year was 1926 and plans for a new city in the San Fernando Valley were being developed. It 

began with the purchase of a 50 acre lettuce ranch at the corner of Colfax Avenue and Ventura 

Boulevard, along with a 300 acre ranch located at Laurel Canyon. During this time, “King of 

Comedy” Mack Sennett, known for his two-reelers and the Keystone Kops, was looking for a 

new studio location. A deal was struck and in 1928 Mack Sennett Studios opened and the 

surrounding area became known as Studio City.  

 

http://www.cbssc.com/history.htm
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At this time the Studio consisted of one office building, a projection room/film editing building, 

a film library, a two-story dressing room building attached to a large sound stage, a wardrobe 

building, garage, and a stage with an in-ground swimming pool. With the advent of sound 

in 1929, Sennett was the first producer to use RCA equipment, with which he produced a bunch 

of singing short subject films with a young unknown named Bing Crosby.  

In 1933 the Great Depression forced Sennett into bankruptcy and the Studio became an 

independent production facility. Mascot Pictures, under the direction of Nat Levine, became one 

of the principal tenants. For the next two years the Studio was known as Mascot Studios. Mascot 

produced the Saturday matinee serial which always ended with the heroine left tied to the 

railroad tracks as a speeding train came hurtling toward, interrupted by “continued next week.” 

In 1935 Mascot Pictures, Monogram Pictures and Consolidated Film Industries joined with 

several other independent producers and became known as Republic Studios. By then there were 

six sound stages and several more support buildings. Republic produced over fifty features a year 

which starred, among others, legends Roy Rogers, John Wayne, Joan Crawford and Barbara 

Stanwyck. With the advent of television in the early 1950’s, Republic entered a new medium and 

produced a number of series. By this time there were twenty-three sound stages and the largest 

scoring studio in the world. This is Republic Studios in (left) in 1937 and again around 1945. 

  

In 1963 the CBS Television Network entered into an agreement with Republic Studios whereby 

CBS became the major lessee and the facility was renamed CBS Studio Center. By 1967 CBS 

decided to purchase the studio and long range improvement plans began. The lot continued to 

grow and throughout the 60’s and 70’s such television classics as Gunsmoke, Big Valley, 

Gilligan’s Island, Get Smart, My Three Sons, Bob Newhart, and Mary Tyler Moore were 

produced at the Studio. 

In July of 1982 CBS and 20th Century Fox Film Corporation formed a joint venture which 

included ownership and operation of CBS Studio Center, and for the first time in almost twenty 

years a new name appeared on the sign above the main gate, CBS/Fox Studios. Then in 1984 

Fox sold its interest in the Studio to MTM Enterprises and the facility became CBS/MTM 

Studios. Shows produced on the lot during the 80’s included Roseanne, Different World, 

Thirtysomething, St. Elsewhere, Newhart, Hill Street Blues and Falcon Crest. 
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CBS acquired MTM’s interest in the Studio in 1992 and once again the CBS Studio Center sign 

appeared at the gate. Seinfeld, Grace Under Fire, 3rd Rock from the Sun, Cybill, and Caroline in 

the City are just a few of the shows which called CBS Studio Center home during the 90’s. 

Features such as Father of the Bride 2, Dr. Doolittle, and I Love Trouble were also filmed on the 

Studio lot. 

Some of the more recent hit shows produced on the lot of CBS Studio Center are, CSI:NY, The 

Defenders, The Talk, Hot in Cleveland, According to Jim, NCIS, Will & Grace, Big Brother and 

That 70’s Show. 

Today the Studio continues to flourish and grow. CBS Studio Center is now home to a brand 

new Broadcast Center which houses CBS2 and KCAL9. 

 

 

At this link is an interactive map of the lot http://www.cbssc.com/map.htm 

At this link is a detailed stages page that shows all of the stages and their locations 

http://www.cbssc.com/stages.htm 

http://www.cbssc.com/map.htm
http://www.cbssc.com/stages.htm
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At this link, you’ll be able to tour the back lot at Studio Center, and believe me…there is a lot of 

history there! There are a lot of things you will recognize, like houses and street scenes. If you 

watch “NCIS,” a lot of the “New York Street” sets will look familiar.  

http://www.cbssc.com/backlot.htm 

Not all of this is still here, but here is a taste of a few of the famous places that were not really 

friendly neighborhoods at all, or real western towns. The “Western Street” should look familiar 

to friends of Marshall Dillon and Chester. By the way, at this link is a story board to the first 

episode of “Gunsmoke” with John Wayne’s intro, from September 10, 1955.  

http://www.gunsmokenet.com/GunsmokeTGAW/Marks-

Stuff/Gunsmoke/StoryBoards/001_MattGetsIt/index.htm 

 

To really get more of the flavor of this backlot, go to this link and scroll down to the Republic 

Studios part. http://www.retroweb.com/tv_studios_and_ranches.html#studios 

Below is a partial list of shows that have originated at CBS Studio Center. 

 3rd Rock from the Sun 

 A Different World 

http://www.cbssc.com/backlot.htm
http://www.gunsmokenet.com/GunsmokeTGAW/Marks-Stuff/Gunsmoke/StoryBoards/001_MattGetsIt/index.htm
http://www.gunsmokenet.com/GunsmokeTGAW/Marks-Stuff/Gunsmoke/StoryBoards/001_MattGetsIt/index.htm
http://www.retroweb.com/tv_studios_and_ranches.html#studios
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/3rd_Rock_from_the_Sun
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A_Different_World
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 According to Jim 

 American Gladiators 

 Are You Smarter Than a 5th Grader? (first 10 episodes) 

 The Bernie Mac Show 

 Big Brother Currently in production 

 The Big Valley 

 The Bill Engvall Show 

 The Bob Newhart Show 

 Baby Daddy (2012–present) Currently in production 

 Boston Common 

 Boy Meets World 

 Brooklyn Nine-Nine Currently in production 

 Cane 

 Caroline in the City 

 Celebrity Circus 

 The Class 

 The Cleaner 

 CSI: Cyber Currently in production 

 CSI: NY 

 Combat! 

 Community (2014-2015) 

 Cybill 

 Dave's World 

 Designing Women 

 The Doris Day Show (2nd–5th seasons) 

 Entertainment Tonight (2008–present) Currently in production 

 Evening Shade 

 The Exes Currently in production 

 Falcon Crest 

 Family Affair 

 The Game 

 Get Smart (1969–70) 

 Gilligan's Island 

 Girlfriends 

 Good Morning, Miami (2002–2004) 

 Grace Under Fire 

 Greek 

 Grounded for Life 

 Gunsmoke 

 Happily Divorced 

 Hearts Afire 

 Hill Street Blues 

 Hole in the Wall 

 Hot in Cleveland (2010-2015) 

 The Insider (2008–present) Currently in production 

 The Jeff Foxworthy Show 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/According_to_Jim
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/American_Gladiators
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Are_You_Smarter_Than_a_5th_Grader%3F_(US_game_show)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Bernie_Mac_Show
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Big_Brother_(U.S.)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Big_Valley
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Bill_Engvall_Show
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Bob_Newhart_Show
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Baby_Daddy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boston_Common
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boy_Meets_World
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brooklyn_Nine-Nine
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cane_(TV_series)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caroline_in_the_City
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Celebrity_Circus_(U.S._TV_series)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Class_(TV_series)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Cleaner_(TV_series)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CSI:_Cyber
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CSI:_NY
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Combat!
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Community_(TV_series)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cybill
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dave%27s_World
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Designing_Women
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Doris_Day_Show
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Entertainment_Tonight
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Evening_Shade
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Exes
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Falcon_Crest
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Family_Affair
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Game_(U.S._TV_series)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Get_Smart
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gilligan%27s_Island
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Girlfriends
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Good_Morning,_Miami
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grace_Under_Fire_(TV_series)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Greek_(TV_series)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grounded_for_Life
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gunsmoke
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Happily_Divorced
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hearts_Afire
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hill_Street_Blues
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hole_in_the_Wall_(U.S._game_show)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hot_in_Cleveland
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Insider_(TV_series)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Jeff_Foxworthy_Show
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 Just Shoot Me! 

 The Larry Sanders Show 

 Last Man Standing Currently in production 

 Leave It to Beaver (1957–1959) 

 Less Than Perfect 

 Lou Grant 

 Malcolm in the Middle 

 The Mary Tyler Moore Show 

 Melissa & Joey (2010–2015) 

 The Millers (2013-2014) 

 Million Dollar Password (2008–2009) 

 Minute to Win It (2010–2014) 

 The Moment of Truth 

 Mulaney (2014-2015) 

 My Three Sons 

 My Two Dads 

 The New WKRP in Cincinnati 

 Newhart 

 NewsRadio 

 On the Lot (Adrianna Costa-hosted shows) 

 The Odd Couple Currently in production 

 Parks and Recreation 

 Passions (1999–2008) 

 Phyllis 

 The Pyramid (2012) 

 Rawhide 

 Remington Steele 

 Rhoda 

 The Rich List 

 Rita Rocks (2008–2009) 

 Rodney 

 Roommates 

 Roseanne 

 Roundhouse 

 Samantha Who? 

 The Sarah Silverman Program 

 Seinfeld 

 The Singing Bee 

 So You Think You Can Dance 

 The Soul Man Currently in production 

 Spin City 

 St. Elsewhere 

 Still Standing 

 Survivor Reunion and finale show 

 That '70s Show 

 That '80s Show 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Just_Shoot_Me!
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Larry_Sanders_Show
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Last_Man_Standing_(U.S._TV_series)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leave_It_to_Beaver
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Less_Than_Perfect
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lou_Grant_(TV_series)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Malcolm_in_the_Middle
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Mary_Tyler_Moore_Show
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Melissa_%26_Joey
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Millers
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Million_Dollar_Password
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Minute_to_Win_It
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Moment_of_Truth_(U.S._game_show)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mulaney
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/My_Three_Sons
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/My_Two_Dads
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_New_WKRP_in_Cincinnati
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Newhart
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NewsRadio
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/On_the_Lot
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adrianna_Costa
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Odd_Couple_(2015_TV_series)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parks_and_Recreation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Passions
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phyllis_(TV_series)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pyramid_(game_show)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rawhide_(TV_series)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Remington_Steele
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rhoda
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Rich_List_(U.S._game_show)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rita_Rocks
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rodney_(TV_series)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roommates_(TV_series)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roseanne_(TV_series)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roundhouse_(TV_series)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Samantha_Who%3F
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Sarah_Silverman_Program
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seinfeld
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Singing_Bee_(U.S._game_show)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/So_You_Think_You_Can_Dance_(U.S._TV_series)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Soul_Man
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spin_City
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St._Elsewhere
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Still_Standing_(TV_series)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Survivor_(U.S._TV_series)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/That_%2770s_Show
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/That_%2780s_Show
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 The Talk Currently in production 

 Thirtysomething 

 Titus 

 The Virginian 

 The Voice 

 The White Shadow 

 The Wild Wild West 

 Unhappily Ever After 

 Up All Night 

 Whitney 

 Will & Grace 

 Yes, Dear 

 Young & Hungry  

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Talk_(U.S._TV_series)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thirtysomething_(TV_series)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Titus_(TV_series)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Virginian_(TV_series)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Voice_(U.S._TV_series)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_White_Shadow_(TV_series)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Wild_Wild_West
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unhappily_Ever_After
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Up_All_Night_(TV_series)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Whitney_(TV_series)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Will_%26_Grace
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yes,_Dear
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Young_%26_Hungry
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I hope you have enjoyed this and will share it with your friends and colleagues. If 

you have more information, documents, video, artifacts, pictures and comments, 

please send them to me. I would love to hear from you, as this is an ongoing 

project and by no means the final word. 

 

For daily articles on television’s history, please join us on the Facebook site, and/or 

the Live Stream section of the main web site.  

 

Bobby Ellerbee  

tobeorellerbee@comcast.net  

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Eyes-Of-A-Generationcom/189359747768249 

http://www.eyesofageneration.com/ 

mailto:tobeorellerbee@comcast.net
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Eyes-Of-A-Generationcom/189359747768249
http://www.eyesofageneration.com/
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